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CEQA Exemptions:

My assumption: 

LAFCO staff have plenty to worry about just dealing with CKH and their 
Commissioners; For most, CEQA is a confusing complication

So: Here are some potential ways to reduce the CEQA headache...but don’t get too 
excited.



 Categorical Exemptions i.e. “Cat. Ex.”(§15300 et. seq.), 
(of which there are 33 different types)

 Community Plan Exemptions (“CPE”) per §15183 – For 
Projects Consistent with a Community Plan or Zoning 
(Has anyone here ever seen or used one of these?)

 CEQA Streamlining for Infill Projects (§15183.3) (Ditto –
has anyone ever seen or used this in a LAFCO Reso?) 

 Projects Consistent with prior Program Level EIR 
(§15168) (Even more ditto?)

 The “Common Sense” (formerly, “general rule”) 
exemption per §15061(b)(3). (I bet everyone has use 
this one before, probably often – is it everyone’s 
favorite?)

Commonly Used Exemptions:



Example #1: 
Categorical Exemptions

Cat. Ex. can be used for many different types of projects –
Guidelines describes 33 different ones. 

Some that might be relevant to LAFCO include: 

– Existing Facilities (§15301)

– Annexations of Existing Facilities and Lots for Exempt 
Facilities (§15319)

– Changes in Organization of Local Agencies (§15320)

– Infill Development (§15332)



A Cat. Ex. Requires Work!! 

The Headache doesn’t go away; you can’t just invoke it, you 
need to support it with a written document that:

• Describes the Project

• Provides facts to show how the Project meets the criteria for 
the exemption

• Provides discussion and facts to show that none of the 
Exceptions to the Exemption a(§15300.2) represent.

For example: 

• Does it involve a Significant or Cumulative effect?

• Does it affect views from a Scenic Highway? 

• Is the site on the “Cortese List” (per Gov’t. Code 
65962.5)?

• Does it involve impacts to a historic resource? 



Example #2: 
Community Plan Exemption

This section of the Guidelines (§15183) is used to exempt 
projects from further environmental analysis if the project is 
consistent with existing zoning, community plan or general 
plan policies for which an EIR was certified. 

Can’t be used if analysis identifies project-specific significant 
effects that are peculiar to the project or its site.

How might this come to LAFCO? 

Most likely if it was used by the Lead Agency; it’s not 
something LAFCO would use this on its own.



Requirements for a CPE

Prepare Initial Study to address these questions:

 Is the project consistent with the development density 
established by existing zoning, community plan or 
general plan policies for which an EIR was certified?

 Are there environmental effects that are peculiar to the 
project or its site?

 Does it involve effects that were not analyzed in the 
previously certified EIR?

 Does it involve off-site or cumulative significant effects 
not previously analyzed?

 Is there substantial new information that would make 
previously analyzed significant effects more severe?



Is the issue peculiar to the project or the parcel on which the 
project would be located? That is, something about the site 
that is unusual or unique and not discussed in the prior EIR.

However, an effect on the environment is not peculiar if 
uniformly applied development policies or standards have 
been previously adopted by the city or county that 
substantially mitigate that environmental effect (unless 
substantial new information shows that the policies or 
standards will not substantially mitigate the environmental 
effect). 

Examples: City of Oakland SCAs

What does CEQA mean by “Peculiar?” 



What types of projects qualify for an 
Exemption under §15183?

Subdivisions (Tentative Maps, Tentative Parcel Maps) that do 
not include other discretionary permits

Minor permit types, such as Boundary Adjustments, Site 
Plans, and Administrative Permits may also qualify if not 
otherwise exempt from CEQA. 

Major and Minor Use Permits may qualify only if the use 
type and operating characteristics are consistent with the 
analysis performed for the EIR. 

General Plan Amendments, Specific Plan Amendments, and 
Rezones will generally not be eligible unless the proposed 
change is minor in nature and remains consistent with the 
EIR analysis.



How is a §15183 Exemption different 
from other CEQA Exemptions?

A 15183 exemption typically requires a more detailed 
environmental analysis than other CEQA statutory or 
categorical exemptions. 

Projects which qualify for a categorical or statutory 
exemption will generally not benefit from the 15183 
process.



How does §15183 apply to LAFCO 
actions? 

LAFCO’s are not likely to see a §15183 exemption unless it was prepared by a Lead Agency 
as part of a LAFCO application. 

Oakland, SF, and perhaps other major cities use this often, because there are so many parts 
of the city that are part of a “community plan” or “specific plan” that were adopted with an 
EIR. But you can use this with a General Plan or zoning study if there’s an accompanying EIR.

Also, major cities have adopted “uniformly applied development policies or standards…” 
that are written to mitigate potentially significant impacts. Standard Conditions of Approval 
(SCAs) – e.g. Oakland 

A CEQA document prepared pursuant to §15183 will often include multiple references to 
SCAs that address environmental impacts that otherwise would require mitigation 
measures.



CEQA Streamlining for Infill 
Development Projects (§15183.3)

This is not so much an “exemption” per se but a means for 
limiting the scope of CEQA review and documentation. It’s 
used most often by Lead Agencies for projects that quality; 
LAFCOs would not typically see one of these or prepare on 
their own. 



Tiering Pursuant to §15168 (Program  EIRs)

This section allows previously certified program EIRs to be used in support 
of streamlining and/or tiering provisions under CEQA. 

Program EIR: An EIR prepared for a project that includes a series of actions  
to be implemented over a long period of time (e.g., a redevelopment plan, 
General Plan or Specific Plan) , one large project that involves parts that are 
related geographically or by other shared characteristics. 

The key is that “subsequent activities in the program EIR must be examined 
in light of the program EIR to determine whether an additional 
environmental document must be prepared.” 

Section 15168(c) states, “If the agency  finds that pursuant to CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15162, no new effects could occur or no new mitigation 
measures would be required, the agency can approve the activity as being 
within the scope of the project covered by the program EIR and no new 
environmental document would be required.”

Use of this Section requires documentation to establish with substantial 
evidence its applicability to the project.



General Rule or “Common Sense” 
Exemption

§15061. REVIEW FOR EXEMPTION

Subsection (b)(3) states:

A project is exempt from CEQA if:

1.The project is exempt by statute 

2.The project is exempt pursuant to a categorical exemption 

3.The activity is covered by the general rule that CEQA 
applies only to projects which have the potential for 
causing a significant effect on the environment. Where it 
can be seen with certainty that there is no possibility 
that the activity in question may have a significant effect 
on the environment, the activity is not subject to CEQA.



Some LAFCO Examples:

 Out of Agency Service Extensions (generally, no impact)

 Governmental reorganization where the only change is a 
boundary adjustment but the change would not open up 
opportunities for activities on the affected land that could 
have a physical effect on the environment.

 Contra Costa Example: Annexation of 2 20-acre parcels to 
the local irrigation district for access to agricultural 
irrigation water to support an agricultural use.

 Use of this exemption might not be appropriate for a SOI 
amendment if subsequent annexation and development of 
the new SOI area is anticipated as CEQA requires 
evaluating the whole of the action, not just movement of 
the boundary. 



Thank you for Listening!!

For help with CEQA call me at Lamphier-Gregory, 
anytime.



LAFCO AS LEAD AGENCY 
UNDER CEQA

CALAFCO STAFF WORKSHOP

April 11, 2019



Colantuono, Highsmith & Whatley, PC

Holly O. Whatley

790 E. Colorado Blvd., Suite 850
Pasadena, CA 91101-2109
(213) 542-5704

hwhatley@chwlaw.us
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LAFCO as Lead Agency
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“I’m a leader not a follower.  Unless it’s a dark 
place, then you are going first.”

—Unknown



LAFCO as Lead Agency

21

•Not as common as LAFCO’s role as 
Responsible Agency



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider

22

• Is LAFCO really the “lead agency”
• Does it have “principal responsibility” for carrying 

out or approving a project (Guidelines § 15367)

• Examples
• SOI/MSR

• Incorporation/Disincorporation



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Who’s the Boss
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•Can’t pass the buck if LAFCO is Lead Agency

• Guidelines § 15051 resolves most questions

•Can move from Responsible Agency to Lead 
Agency in certain circumstances



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider
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•Assuming it is a “project:”

• Is it exempt?

• If not, what CEQA document should 
LAFCO prepare?



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider
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• Initial Study to determine which of the 
three options to pursue

• Negative Declaration
• Mitigated Negative Declaration
• Environmental Impact Report



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Fair Argument
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•EIR required if:

• “Substantial evidence” supports a “fair argument” 
that “significant impacts” may occur



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Responsible Agencies
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TALK—TALK—TALK
• Notify RA’s before deciding which CEQA 

document to prepare

• If LAFCO determines an EIR is proper, send the 
Notice of Preparation to the RA’s

• If an NM or MND is used, send RA’s a Notice of 
Intent



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Responsible Agencies
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LISTEN—LISTEN—LISTEN

• Incorporate feedback from RA’s into CEQA 
analysis

• Ignore RA’s at your peril



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Who Prepares It?
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• LAFCO Staff

•Outside Consultant

•Who Pays?



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Tiering
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•Can LAFCO tier off an existing EIR?

• Tier off an existing EIR

• Must be an EIR for a broader project, policy or plan

• The project LAFCO considers must be for a  project, 
policy or plan of a lesser scope



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Tiering
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•Avoids repeatedly examining issues

• Only when project is consistent with general plan and 
zoning

• Limit examination of later project to:
• Effects that were not examined as significant in the 

earlier EIR; or,

• Effects susceptible to substantial 
reduction/avoidance by conditions or other means



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Tiering
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•Can proceed with EIR on the significant effects 
not analyzed in prior EIR

•Can proceed with ND or MND if criteria in 
Guidelines § 15070 met



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Still More Talking
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•For EIR’s

• Notice of Completion

• Notice of Availability

• Notice of Public Hearing

• Notice of Determination



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Still More Talking
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• For EIRs:

• Commission must make findings on each 
significant environmental effect

• Support findings by substantial evidence

• Explain the rationale behind each finding



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Still More Talking
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• Sweat the details

•Connect the dots between evidence, potential 
environmental impact and findings



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Still More Listening
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•Respond to substantive comments before 
certifying the FEIR or risk legal challenge

• Generally, the more specific the comment, the 
more specific the response should be

• Resist temptation to ignore



LAFCO as Lead Agency—
Items to Consider—Don’t do It Alone
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•Build a Strong Team

• Designate point person on staff

• CEQA Consultant (if needed)

• Identify primary contact for project proponent

• LAFCO counsel



LAFCO as Lead Agency

38

“First rule of leadership. Everything is your 
fault.”

—A Bug’s Life



Thursday April 11, 2019 

PRESENTED BY

Scott Browne,  Law Office of P. Scott Browne

CEQA 201
LAFCo as A Responsible Agency 
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CEQA

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) was enacted by 
the Legislature in 1970.

Require that all state and local agencies prepare environmental 
analyses before making decisions that affect the environment 
both to inform decisionmakers on the impacts and to assure “an 
apprehensive citizenry” that the decisionmakers are considering 
the environmental impacts in their decisions.
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Levels of CEQA Review:

Not a Project (ministerial act, etc)

General Rule Exemption 

 Statutory or Categorical Exemption

Negative Declaration / Mitigated Negative Declaration

 Environmental Impact Report, including Findings of Overriding 
Consideration

41



LAFCO as a Responsible Agency

 Responsible Agencies (“RAs”) are agencies 

(other than the lead agency) that will issue a 

discretionary approval for a project.  (State 

CEQA Guidelines § 15381.)  

 Normally must rely upon the lead agency’s 

CEQA document, but will utilize its own 

independent judgment to consider those 

aspects of a project that are within the 

responsible agency’s jurisdiction.
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LAFCO as a Responsible Agency
Summary of Responsible Agency Duties

 Responsible Agency CEQA duties include:

 Consultation w/ lead agency prior to preparation of 
EIR or Negative Declaration

 Review of lead agency’s CEQA document and 
commenting on same

 Consideration of lead agency’s final CEQA document

 Adopt feasible alternatives/mitigation that are 
within LAFCO’s jurisdiction

 CEQA findings

 NOD following any approval
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LAFCO as a Responsible Agency

COMMENTING TO THE LEAD AGENCY

 Lead agencies shall consult with responsible agencies before deciding what 

CEQA to prepare.  (Pub. Res. Code § 21080.3.) Failure to consider RA needs 

may invalidate an EIR.  Banning Ranch Conservancy v. City of Newport 

Beach (2017) 2 Cal.5th 918, 940

 RAs must respond in a timely fashion to lead agency requests for comments, 

information, and consultation. (State CEQA Guidelines § 15096(b).)  

 Within 30 days after receiving a notice of preparation, the RA must advise the Lead 

Agency as to the scope and content of needed environmental information germane 

to the agency’s statutory responsibilities. (Pub. Res. Code, § 21080.4(a).)

 RA Must explain any recommendation for the preparation of a particular CEQA 

document, such as a Negative Declaration or EIR

 Meetings:  RA Must designate a representative to attend any meetings requested by 

the lead agency regarding the scope and content of an EIR.  (State CEQA Guidelines, 

§ 15096(c).)  
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LAFCO as a Responsible Agency

Practice Tip To Help Insure Receipt of Notice

LAFCO may wish to submit written requests 

for all CEQA and/or Brown Act Notices to 

agencies in order to help assure that LAFCO 

receives notices going forward.  

(Pub. Res. Code § 21092.2; Gov. Code §

54954.1)
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LAFCO as a Responsible Agency
COMMENTING ON THE COMPLETED ENVIRONMENTAL 

DOCUMENT

 Once a draft CEQA document has been released for public 

comment, RAs review and comment on the document.  (State 

CEQA Guidelines, § 15096(d).)

 RAs should make comments only as to activities that are within its 

scope of expertise or permitting power.  (Pub. Res. Code § 21153.)  

Can be combined with other comments on traditional LAFCO 

issues.

 Typically, LAFCO CEQA concerns are addressed in the land use, 

utilities, population & housing, agriculture and/or growth sections 

of an EIR or Negative Declaration.  (Refer to State CEQA Guidelines 
Appendix G.)  Consider template comment
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LAFCO as a Responsible Agency

Practice Tip re Commenting

If LAFCO does not comment on an issue it may 
not raise that issue in challenging the CEQA 
document. Even if LAFCO does not want to sue, 
it’s comments can be used by other parties
Also LAFCo staff can be subject to criticism for 
waiting until the LAFCo proceeding to raise an 
issue.   
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LAFCO as a Responsible Agency
REQUIRED ENVIRONMENTAL FINDINGS AS AN RA

 RAs “consider” the lead agency’s CEQA document, but do not re-certify or 

re-adopt it.  (State CEQA Guidelines § 15096 (f)-(g))

 Similar to lead agencies, responsible agencies must adopt findings:

 For MNDs, must find that no substantial evidence supports a fair argument that 

the project may result in significant impacts.

 For EIRs, must find that no feasible alternatives  or mitigation measures are 

available to reduce or avoid significant unavoidable impacts within the RAs 

jurisdiction.  For EIRs, these findings must be made in writing.  (State CEQA 

Guidelines §15096(h), 15091; RiverWatch v. Olivenhain Municipal Water 

District, (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1186 at 1202.)  

 If there are significant unavoidable impacts, then RA must also adopt a 

statement of overriding considerations, showing that benefits outweigh 

impacts, prior to any approval.  (State CEQA Guidelines § 15093)
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LAFCO as a Responsible Agency

Practice Tip re Findings

LAFCo may be able to utilize lead agency’s 

written CEQA findings if the Commission agrees 

with them.  But use caution here, because RA 

findings must reflect the RA’s own independent 

judgment and be supported by substantial 

evidence.  If LAFCo adopts any additional 

mitigation, it should justify it in findings
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LAFCO as a Responsible Agency
ADDITIONAL CEQA DUTIES AFTER APPROVAL

 For all projects with mitigation measures (EIRs and MNDs), RAs must adopt 

a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.  (Pub. Res. Code §

21081.6.) May use the Lead Agencies MMP modified as needed

 RAs are supposed to file Notice of Determination (NOD) with County 

Clerk and Office of Planning and Research/State Clearinghouse within 

five working days.

 Filing the NOD starts a 30 day clock for any CEQA legal challenge to 

the LAFCo decision. Without it, challengers have 180 days to file. 

 Be careful.  Filing the NOD before final approval invalidates the NOD.  

If reconsideration is sought, the NOD must be refiled after the 

decision on reconsideration. 
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LAFCO as a Responsible Agency
OPTIONS WHEN LAFCO’S CEQA CONCERNS ARE 

NOT ADDRESSED BY LEAD AGENCY

 State CEQA Guidelines § 15096(e):  If RA concludes that lead agency’s 

document is inadequate, RA must:

 Take the issue to court within 30 days after the lead agency files a 

notice of determination (or otherwise sue within applicable statute of 

limitations);

 Otherwise Be deemed to have waived any objections regarding 

adequacy;

 Prepare a subsequent EIR (or other CEQA document) as required by 

State CEQA Guidelines § 15162; or

 May Assume the lead agency role if the environmental document was 

not circulated to LAFCo.
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LAFCO as a Responsible Agency
WHEN CAN LAFCO REQUIRE A SUPPLEMENTAL NEG 

DEC OR EIR? 

 RA’s are required to consider whether changed circumstances require 

preparation of a supplemental environmental document. 

 State CEQA Guidelines § 15162 require supplemental environmental 

document (usually a Supplemental EIR (SEIR)) if the RA concludes that any 

of the following may generate significant impacts not addressed in the 

original environmental document:

 Substantial changes are proposed in the project

 Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under 

which the project is undertaken 

 New information of substantial importance which was not available 

previously 
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LAFCO as a Responsible Agency

Practice Tips Re RA CEQA Compliance

 Litigation risk:  Although more rare than lead agency challenges, RAs can 

be sued under CEQA.  (Consider Riverwatch case, in which court found 

that lead agency was not a necessary party to CEQA proceeding.)

 Cost implications (successful challengers recover attorney’s fees)

 Timing implications– can delay project for years

 Public perception and political implications  

 Practice Tip:  Include an indemnification provision in application and\or 

condition requiring indemnification to protect against financial risk of 

litigation for any project approvals
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Thank you for Staying Awake!
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Scott Browne, LAFCO Counsel
Law Offices of Scott Browne

scott@scottbrowne.com

 530) 272-4250

mailto:scott@scottbrowne.com


CEQA 201 - Case Study
(With apologies to Dr. Seuss)

CALAFCo Workshop
April 11, 2019

P. Scott Browne



The City of Who-Ville in Keck County has received
an application from Mr. Dee Grinch to develop a
major new commercial retail\residential
development on 90 acres on the edge of the City
to be known as Horton Pond.
The proposal includes over 500,000 sq. ft. of
commercial and office, a new Throm-Dib-U-Lator
car dealership and 300 multi-family apartments.
The proposed Horton Pond Project is located a
quarter of a mile outside the closest city boundary
in an old prune orchard and pond on Mulberry St.
near an interchange on to Zayt Highway 8.



The Project property was included
in the original sphere of Who-ville
adopted in 1983 and unchanged or
updated since. The City in its 2008
General Plan designated the
Project Area as a Special Planning
Area, allowing a mix of commercial
and residential. The City General
Plan was accompanied by an EIR
which broadly evaluated the
impacts of all development
proposed in the Plan.



The City determined to proceed with approvals for the project.
City staff decides that pursuant to CEQA Section 21083.3 and
Guidelines Section 15183 it can rely upon the City General Plan
EIR. The City prepared and issued an addendum to that EIR
pursuant to §15164.
The addendum, amongst other things, discussed extension of
sewer and water lines along Mulberry St, widening the street
and requiring grading and drainage plans for the Horton Pond
property, including filling in the pond and replacing it with a
concrete detention basin. Since there is no circulation
requirement for an addendum, the City Staff did not circulate
the addendum to the Keck County LAFCo or any other agency.



The City proceeded to 
approve the PUD for 
Horton Pond and filed a 
notice of exemption with 
the County Clerk, relying 
on PRC 21083 and 
§15183 of the 
Guidelines.  It also 
adopted a resolution of 
application for 
annexation to LAFCo of 
Horton Pond. 



The annexation proposal proposed to
annex the Horton Pond project as well
as a strip of mostly undeveloped
agricultural properties on both sides
of Mulberry St between the city
boundary and the Horton Pond
project in order to achieve contiguity.
The City GP called for residential and
some commercial development of the
lands along Mulberry St.



The City filed an application for
annexation to LAFCo. Ms. Mayzie
McElligott, the LAFCo Executive Officer
reviewed the application and the
addendum. She was concerned that the
City addendum did not address the
impacts on agricultural land proposed by
the project. When she reviewed the City
EIR, to her dismay, it required no
mitigation for the loss of agricultural land
in the project area because the land was
not considered “prime agricultural land”
in the General Plan EIR.

Hmmm…
Ag 

impacts…



The EIR limited environmental evaluation and mitigation of
agricultural impacts to prime agricultural land, which it defined as
land designated by the State as “agricultural lands of statewide
importance”. She also noticed that the 2008 EIR did not address
greenhouse gas emissions, nor did it address the impact of the
project in adding to the City’s groundwater consumption in a water
basin determined by the State in 2012 to be critically overdrafted.

The City GP also found significant, unavoidable impacts on air
quality and traffic for which the City in 2008 adopted overriding
findings. No such findings were made for approval of Horton Pond



Being a wise executive officer, Mayzie
contacted her legal counsel, Mr.
Morris McGurk and shared her
concerns about the CEQA exemption
and addendum and with him. She
asks him whether she is stuck with the
Addendum or whether she can
require further environmental
analysis.



WHAT ADVICE SHOULD MR. MCGURK GIVE HER?

 Should LAFCo just hold its nose and accept the City’s Addendum?
 Should LAFCo sue the City because their environmental analysis

was inadequate?
 Should LAFCo assume lead agency status because the

environmental document was not circulated to them.
 Should LAFCo determine that changed circumstances justify the

preparation of a Supplemental EIR?



In any event, Mayzie decides to require a 
supplemental EIR for the project.  

WHAT STEPS SHOULD MAYZIE 
TAKE TO PROCEED WITH THE 
SUPPLEMENTAL EIR?



WHAT ISSUES

SHOULD THE 

SUPPLEMENTAL 

EIR ADDRESS?



A draft SEIR is duly prepared and
circulated to affected agencies and
the public and a public hearing held
before the Commission.

At the hearing, Mr. Lorax, the head
of the local environmental group
testifies that the SEIR is inadequate
because it does not address the
projects impacts on the rare and
endangered species such as the
Bar-ba-loots, Swomee-Swans and
Humming-Fish.



He provides pictures of some of these creatures cavorting on the site of the 
Horton Pond Project. 



The Fire Chief of the North Nitch Rural
Fire District also argues that the
annexation will split much of his district
in half with the long peninsula out to
the Horton Pond project, and
detachment from his district of its one
major source of future property tax
revenue threatens the future viability of
the District fire protection throughout
the unincorporated area.



WHAT SHOULD MAYZIE 

INSTRUCT THE 

CONSULTANT TO DO ON 

THE SEIR WITH RESPECT 

TO THIS TESTIMONY?



The Revised SEIR is adopted by the Commission and the annexation to
Whoville Approved. A Notice of Determination is duly filed by Mayzie
with the County Clerk. Mr. Grinch sponsors a parade down Mulberry St. to
the Project site a few days later to celebrate the approval.



Unfortunately the parade may
have been premature. A
public interest group called
the Oobleck Alliance headed
by Mr. Lorax and Mr. Cat N.D.
Hat filed a request for
reconsideration with LAFCo.
They claim the SEIR and
annexation are legally
inadequate based on a broad
laundry list of concerns.



They also argue there is adequate
land for the project within the City
boundaries on non-agricultural land,
and that LAFCo violated its own
agriculture protection policies in
approving the project. They threaten
to sue if LAFCo does not reject the
project.



WHAT SHOULD 

MAYZIE AND THE 

COMMISSION DO 

IN RESPONSE TO 

THESE EVENTS?



The Commission holds a hearing for the reconsideration. The Oobleck
Alliance shows up in force and strenuously opposes the annexation and
SEIR.



Commissioner Snorter
McPhail, furious with Mr. 
Cat N.D. Hat  makes a 
motion to deny the 
reconsideration.  It is 
quickly seconded by 
Commissioner Gertrude 
McFuzz and the 
Commission  seems ready 
to pass the motion.

Mo t
i o n  
t o  
de n
y !

I  
s e c
o n d 
i t !



WHAT SHOULD 

MAYZIE AND 

MCGURK DO 

NOW?



We’ve
b e e n  
s e rv
e d!

The reconsideration is ultimately denied by the Commission at a continued
meeting, three months after the original approval.

The Oobleck Alliance sues Keck County LAFCo 30 days after the denial of
reconsideration. They claim the SEIR does not comply with the requirements
of CEQA and that LAFCo violated its own policies in approving the project.



IS THEIR LAWSUIT TIMELY FILED?

What if the Alliance waited for four 
months after reconsideration? 

WOULD THEIR LAWSUIT STILL BE 
TIMELY?



SEUSS BOOK CHARACTER AND PLACE REFERENCES

BAR-BA-LOOTS, BROWN

Creatures said to have formerly been seen under the Truffula Trees, "frisking about in their Bar-ba-loot suits" —

in The Lorax.

GA-ZAYT

Place cited as having a traffic-clogged Zayt Highway Eight — in Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You Are?

GRINCH

Principal character of the story, who, hating Christmas, undertook to deprive the Whos of their holiday observance 

— in How the Grinch Stole Christmas.

HORTON THE ELEPHANT

[1] Principal character of the story — in Horton Hatches the Egg [2] Principal character of the story — in Horton Hears a Who!



HUMMING-FISH

Creatures said formerly to have inhabited a "rippulous pond" within the area where the Truffula Trees grew —

in The Lorax.

KECK, COUNTY OF

Place from which the news of the yawning bug "By the name of Van Vleck" was received — in Dr. Seuss's Sleep 

Book.

LORAX

Creature central to the story, and who repeatedly declares, "I speak for the trees." — in The Lorax.

MAYZIE

[1] "Lazy bird" that persuades Horton to take over sitting on her nest and egg — in Horton Hatches the Egg [2] 

Principal character (Mayzie McGrew) of the story — in Daisy-Head Mayzie.

MCELLIGOT'S POOL

Fishing site of Marco and the setting of his speculations — in McElligot's Pool.



OOBLECK
Green substance conjured from the sky ( "something NEW to come down") by King Derwin's magicians, and the 

complications resulting from which are central to the story's development — in Bartholomew and the Oobleck.

SWOMEE-SWANS

Creatures the song of which, it is said, formerly "rang out in space" at the story's setting — in The Lorax.

THROM-DIM-BU-LATOR

Mechanical device said to have been disassembled by Herbie Hart — in Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You 

Are?

WHO-VILLE

[1] Town situated on "a small speck of dust" — in Horton Hears a Who! [2] Town where everyone, it is said, 

"Liked Christmas a lot," and upon which the Grinch made a Christmas Eve descent — in How the Grinch Stole 

Christmas.



MCFUZZ, GERTRUDE

Principal character, "a girl-bird" whose concern about the nature of her tail is central to the story's development in 

"Gertrude McFuzz," as part of Yertle the Turtle and Other Storie

MCGURK, MORRIS

Narrator and the principal character of the story — in If I Ran the Circus.

MCPHAIL, SNORTER

Snorer said to be "loudest of all," and who "snores with his head in a three-gallon pail" — in Dr. Seuss's Sleep Book.

MULBERRY STREET

Thoroughfare along which Marco walks, going to and from school, and the setting of his fantasizing the details of "a 

story that no one can beat" — in And to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street

NORTH NITCH

Place cited by the Once-ler in giving directions to his relatives for finding their way to him — in The Lorax.


